P3420  PHANTOM RAIDERS (PHILIPPINES/USA, 1988)

Credits: director, Sonny Sanders ; writers, Timothy Jorge, Sonny Sanders.
Cast: Miles O'Keefe, Mike Monty, Kenneth Peerless, Anthony East, Jim Moss.
Summary: Action/adventure film set in the contemporary Philippines and Vietnam. The CIA hires Python Lang (O'Keefe in a snakeskin suit!) to lead a ninja/commando operation into Vietnam to find out if ex-Green Beret Col. William Marshall (Monty) is operating a terrorist training camp there or if he is merely a POW. Python tracks down three Vietnam vets, currently working as drug dealers, to form his team. Over Python’s objections, the CIA also adds Col. Marshall’s son to the team. Once the team passes Python’s training exercises they are off to Vietnam where the explosions, gun battles and ninja star attacks are non-stop until Python kills the traitorous Col. Marshall.

No known reviews.
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